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resolutions list or not. At Stokes, we’re taking our client-
first philosophy to a whole new level. In this Winter White 
Paper issue of the Stokes newsletter, we hope you’ll 
enjoy something a little bit different and, well, new — ten 
tools and tips to take 2017 to the top. Let’s jump right 
into the list!

A Winter White Paper published by Stokes Creative Group, Inc.

The key to a “New Year” is that everything is just that, 
new! Even though we’re only a few weeks into February, 
we now have a new president, some new players on our 
team and exciting new technologies to help our clients 
meet their goals. 2017 is all about forward thinking 
and new ideas, whether they’re on your New Year’s 
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ANNUAL MARKETING PLAN 
Without your trusty GPS or directions, how would you navigate 
your way to an unknown destination? It would be pretty difficult, 
wouldn’t it? That’s an ideal metaphor for trying to achieve your 
business goals without an annual marketing plan. Laying out a 
clear marketing strategy guides and directs you on a clear path led 
by tasks and actions throughout the year that encourage existing 
and new customers to want to work with you.

Marketing helps define your brand, your expertise, your reputation, 
your trustworthiness and much more. 

Stokes can help you put together an annual marketing plan that 
you’ll find to be a huge help with the list of to-do’s you can’t seem 
to get done on your own. We’ll become an extension of your team 
to help identify advertising opportunities, content for your website, 
social media platforms you should have a presence on and much, 
much more. Oh, and if you’re thinking that January is over and it’s 
too late to start creating a marketing calendar and do things the 
right way, there’s no need to worry … we’ll help get your marketing 
plan started any time of year. Call us TODAY!

BLOGGING (CONTENT MARKETING IS KING)
Newsflash, everyone … 
people love to read tips 
and personal success 
stories much more 
than they want to 
read about not-so-
newsworthy press 
releases or op-ed pieces. It’s true! 
If you’re not blogging by now, you are likely missing out on a huge 
opportunity to reach new audiences by giving your “corporate 
speak” a softer, more personal side. That’s right, your customers 
and future customers would love to get to know you and your team 
of experts. Need proof? Listen to this …

In 2016, Stokes proudly relaunched our website with a fresh new 
look and new content. We started the Stokes blog, producing 
interviews, employee spotlight features and personal blogs written 
by members of our team. These posts had higher page click 
metrics than most of our other pages and content posts — proof 
that people really do like to read informative and interesting content 
written by real people, free from that corporate speak mentioned 
a moment ago. Content is king! Ready to start writing? If you 
grumbled “uhh, not really,” then call Stokes today and let us do the 
work for you. We’ll help you craft the perfect blog content with your 
stories in your “voice.”

Please click here to view our blogs.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Love it or hate it, social media isn’t 
going anywhere and continues to 
be one of the top, free ways to get 
connected with the millions and 
millions of Facebook lovers, Twitter 
fans, LinkedIn L.I.O.N.s and, of course, 
all things #hashtagged. Social media 
is not only a great way for friends to 
stay connected, but it is an imperative 
marketing tool for businesses and 
brands to stay engaged with their 
customers. 

Speaking of businesses, LinkedIn 
remains the number one B2B social 
channel. The best aspect of LinkedIn 
from a marketer’s perspective is that 
they’re all real people talking about 
work-related topics (well, for the most 
part). Establishing and maintaining 
your professional profile on LinkedIn 
is important, but it is also significantly 
important to create and post relevant 
content to your business profile page. 
At #StokesCG, we focused on building 
a bigger audience for our LinkedIn page 
in 2016 and achieved great success 
with hundreds of new followers. 
According to 2016 stats LinkedIn had 
467 million members, and if 467 million 
sounds big, consider Facebook which 
has nearly 2 billion members … wow! 

Regardless of which social media 
channel you choose for your business 
needs, remember that a presence on 
any of them will help your SEO efforts 
and enable you to reach a vastly 
larger audience. When you’re ready 
to give your socials a boost with more 
engaging content and learn why it’s 
best to #SayItWithStokes, give us a 
call. Also, be sure to read our LinkedIn 
blog here.

http://www.stokescg.com/category/news/
http://bit.ly/2epX5S5
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SEO OPTIMIZATION &  
RESPONSIVE WEBSITES
Your website is perhaps the number one tool for marketing 
your business. Most business professionals aren’t 
flipping open the yellow pages to find your services — 
they’re grabbing their phone and hitting Google. Without 
an easy-to-navigate and mobile responsive website that 
looks great on a cell phone, you’re doomed to be beaten 
by the businesses who have SEO-optimized content on 
their websites. Again, content is king!

Our team of web developers here at Stokes have been 
creating countless showcase-worthy websites for many 
satisfied clients in recent months. To name a few, they 
include The New NY Bridge, LIRR project, D’Annunzio 
& Sons, Inc., SJTPO and The Metuchen Bicycle & 
Pedestrian Plan project. In addition to developing these 
websites, the content review and editing is also a big 
part of the task for our marketing experts. Websites need 
to be more fluid and content needs to be updated and 
added frequently. Creating a plan for constant content is 

key! It’s a lot of work, but that’s why we’re here to help. 
Call Stokes for a free website or SEO proposal today!

Please visit our website gallery for more great design 
examples!

ADVERTISING
In business, it costs money to make money, and 
nowadays people are all too familiar with the exorbitant 
fees for advertising in print, online or other modern 
forms like billboards and shopping carts. Regardless 
of where you place your ad, there are a few things you 
should know before you do it. 

Going back to your annual marketing plan, you should 
have a firmly established budget and a list of outlets 
that will be most profitable for you. Remembering what 
we mentioned about social media, it is important to 
consider both print and online options. Did you know 
that Facebook advertising is highly regarded as one of 
the best methods for online advertising? Google it and 
you’ll see that it’s true. Also, don’t blow your budget on 
one two-page spread ad in that magazine, because 
there’s also a rule of seven (Google that, too) which 
implies that people need to see your ad seven times 
before they buy from you. Then, of course, you have to 
understand that image is everything (we’ll get into that 
towards the end) so your ad needs to stand out and 
look its best to grab the eye of your audience. Phew, all 
this sounds a bit overwhelming, doesn’t it? Stokes has 
graphic designers and marketing professionals to help 
design the perfect ad campaign to help you shine. We 
don’t have exorbitant fees either, so call us today!

6PROMOTIONAL VIDEOS
According to the YouTube website, 
“YouTube has over a billion users 
— almost a third of all people on the 
internet — and every day, people 
watch hundreds of millions of hours of YouTube videos and 
generate billions of views.” That’s a pretty powerful statistic, 
don’t you agree? Because we’re a highly visual society, 
video marketing has continued to grow in popularity. Our 
eyes are drawn towards striking colors and moving images 
faster than black and white static images or text.

Promotional videos are a great 
marketing tool that help tell the 
story of your business in a visually 
appealing way, rather than making 
them read a lot of text. Promo videos 

also help keep the audience focused on a short, 1-3 minute 
clip, making it more convenient and timesaving for today’s 
busy professionals. The Stokes video production team has 
produced countless award-winning documentaries and 
promo videos since the company was founded more than 
30 years ago. Please stop by our YouTube and Vimeo pages 
to see what we can do for you:

• Follow us on Vimeo.

• Subscribe to our YouTube channel.

http://www.newnybridge.com
http://www.amodernli.com/
http://dannunziocorp.com/
http://dannunziocorp.com/
http://www.sjtpo.org
http://bit.ly/2gBNyoa
http://bit.ly/2gBNyoa
http://www.stokescg.com/service/web/
http://bit.ly/2eKvtDp
http://bit.ly/2enfY6h)
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7DRONES
This past holiday season’s hottest commodity was 
undoubtedly drones. They sold out on countless online 
sites, in every major retail store and even in most chain 
drugstores. They were everywhere in 2016 and will only 
continue to grow in popularity as the drone craze continues. 
In fact, according to an article in Forbes, drone sales are 
expected to grow from 2.5 million in 2016 to 7 million in 
2020, according to the Federal Aviation Administration. The 
FAA also believes that 2017 will be the big turning point in 
drone adoption by businesses. However, having a drone 
and knowing what to do with it are two different things.

Stokes wasted no time in joining the drone technology trend 
in 2016 by not only purchasing our own high-tech drone, 

but also having our own certified pilot on staff. Drone 
capabilities allow us to help clients capture pre-, progress 
and post-project photo and video from an aerial vantage 
point. In addition, drone footage helps enhance promotional 
videos by showing a larger view of your business or work that 
you do. Don’t miss out on one of the biggest technologies 
available to — literally — help take your project to new 
heights. Call Stokes for a free quote today!

IMAGE IS EVERYTHING (PHOTOGRAPHY, GRAPHICS)
If beauty is in the eye of the beholder, then business owners should always be trying to catch 
the eye of every target audience possible. Having strong images of your work on your website, 
in your marketing materials and shared on your social channels is so important. Anyone can 
grab stock images online, but it isn’t a true testimony of your success and credibility as a 
professional. At Stokes, we have been capturing stunning, artful photos that are more than 
pretty — they tell your story in an instant.

Moreover, Stokes’ graphic design experts have years of visual arts experience to help design or 
recreate your logo, branding and infographics to help your business look its best. As mentioned 
earlier, your print and online advertising efforts must stand out from the competitors, so have 
no doubt that Stokes will design your ad with the right graphics and photos that will catch the eye of your next customer. 
After all, you only get one chance to make a good first impression, so call Stokes to improve your image.

COMMUNICATE OPENLY AND EFFECTIVELY 
(EMAIL MARKETING, OUTREACH, ETC.)
In a society filled with spam emails clogging our inboxes and junk 
mail piled daily on the kitchen counter, effective communication is 
one of the most imperative goals for business owners, marketers and 
even public outreach professionals. It is our job to figure out how to 
effectively get our messages into the hands of the stakeholders and 
customers, regardless of the channel. All of our marketing efforts 
— social media, website, brochures, emails, etc. — must be written 
with clear, concise messages that resonate with the receiver.

If you’re on board to have Stokes help with your annual marketing 
plan, you’ll have a calendar laid out with the frequency of your 
email marketing efforts so you won’t send too few or too many 
messages to your contact lists. If your project requires public 
outreach, the Stokes team of outreach pros will create a detailed 
public involvement action plan (PIAP) to identify a course of action 
for communicating important project information to the public in a 
way they’ll understand and in a language they’ll understand as well. 
That’s right, our team is equipped with Spanish and Portuguese 
translation capabilities. Call Stokes to help communicate your 
marketing or outreach messages more clearly and effectively today! 
PS: We’re Prezi and PowerPoint experts so let our communication 
experts help you look and sound your best. We can also deliver 
interactive lunch-and-learn presentations right at your office to 
teach your team valuable, new information and skills.

TEAMWORK
There is one final tip to note that will help you and 
your business thrive in 2017 and it is one simple 
word — teamwork. Your team is ultimately your 
support system to execute services and ensure 
customer satisfaction. Your team members are 
the backbone of your business, helping to find 
and build lasting relationships with external 
customers and keep them coming back for 
more work. Therefore, it goes without saying 
that your team is extremely important.

At Stokes, our client-first philosophy starts with 
our first clients: our valued team members. We 
work together as a team to practice quality control 
and effective interpersonal communication so 
that we run like a smooth running car on the 
road to success. We’ve said it before and we’ll 
say it again, our team seamlessly becomes a 
part of your team to work towards achieving and 
exceeding all of the goals and expectations of 
your business or project. 

Thank you for taking the time to read our Winter 
White Paper, Ten Tools and Tips to Take 2017 to 
the Top. We look forward to working with you 
and your team this year.

http://fortune.com/2016/03/25/federal-governmen-drone-sales-soar/
http://bit.ly/2gcHvFL)
http://bit.ly/2gekEdn
https://www.facebook.com/stokescg
https://www.instagram.com/stokescg/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/stokes-creative-group-inc.
https://twitter.com/stokescg
https://vimeo.com/stokescg
https://www.youtube.com/stokescreativegroup

